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The first half of Resident Evil 6 is more or less exactly the same as it was in the last Resident Evil
Remaster, until it takes a rather horrific turn. Following the events of Resident Evil 5, Leon and Claire
have gone their separate ways, and in his confrontation with the Umbrella chairman Spencer, Leon
will learn the truth about Umbrella’s plan to destroy the world, ending with his capture and apparent
death. In an effort to infiltrate this rogue organization, Leon decides to go undercover as a convict
named Jake, in order to gain the trust of his brother Chris Redfield. Leon is then sent to a jail, where
he meets a man named Kenpachi Zaraki, who claims to be a member of a group known as the SMC,
or Special Military Command. Once he is released from prison, Leon reunites with Claire, who has
also been reinstated as a police officer. Together, the two make their way to the Brothel district,
where they meet up with the mercenaries who killed Leon’s wife Sherry and took pictures of her
dead body. As Leon is being inducted into the party, he meets up with Claire again, and they make
their way to an investigation house that will be housing the remnants of the previous investigation,
led by Ada Wong. Ada is, according to Chris, is a former colleague of Leon’s whom he met briefly
after his wife’s death, when he was investigating Tania Romero. Ada gives them a tour of the house,
as well as showing them where Chris saw Tania before she’s been brought back by a team from the
Save the Raccoons Organisation. Ada explains to the new arrivals that their goal is to find the
answers to the mysterious outbreak of Chimera that has been gripping the country, and to find the
origin of the outbreak’s source. After Ada leaves, Kenpachi arrives and introduces himself as the
leader of the SMC. He wants the team to join him in hunting down and killing Leon and Claire. When
Leon questions Kenpachi about how he is able to find them despite their efforts to keep their location
secret, Kenpachi explains that he is essentially tracking them through their ammunition boxes and
weapons that they used. Later that night, a noise is heard coming from upstairs, and Kenpachi
enters the room to investigate. Meanwhile, Leon and Claire make their way to a laboratory where
they find an
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